
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church – Pandemic Reopening Summary

The pandemic has caused HTLC to change service, meeting, choir, and other schedules and practices out of
concern for safety of us all. Council has been working to develop a plan for the signals and circumstances when
we might make changes to our current situation. Here’s a summary of our current thinking.

HTLC will follow the RED-YELLOW-GREEN approach
that has been adopted by local schools. Category
levels are set based on the 14-day moving average of
daily new cases in Sullivan County as shown to the
right. Note that the levels are initially stated per
100,000 people but can be adjusted by a simple ratio
to reflect Sullivan county’s population - 158,348.

Red

Yellow

Green

11 or more for a county of 100,000
17.4 or more for Sullivan county

6 - 10 for a county of 100,000
9.5 - 17.3 for Sullivan county

0 - 5 for a county of 100,000
0 – 9.4 for Sullivan county

What do the categories mean in general and for HTLC?

Council has worked to provide definitions for the category levels, what they mean for HTLC services and other activities, and how we will
communicate the plans as well as the changes to the congregation. Below is a summary of this information. More detailed information is
provided in an accompanying spreadsheet, and members with questions are encouraged to speak to a member of Council.

The current situation?      As of August 10, our 14-day average is 31.4 – RED category

Red

Yellow

Green

Substantial spread;
>17.4 for Sullivan 
County

Minimal to 
moderate spread;
9.5 – 17.3 for 
Sullivan County

Remote learning Video or Drive-In style with FM broadcast
Recorded music
No contact communion 

Situation dependent 
Altered schedules 
Short weeks
Reduced contact

In person,*** with:
Masks and distancing
No touching
No singing or responsive reading
No contact communion
Limited building access

No to minimal  spread;
0 to 9.4 for Sullivan 
County

Schools open, with
Social distancing
Enhanced cleaning

In person, with:
Masks and distancing
No touching
Limited singing (soloist to quartet)
Limited responsive reading
No contact communion

CATEGORY MEANING* SCHOOL PLAN HTLC PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**

* Numbers in this column are the target values as appropriate for Sullivan county population and are stated as 14-day moving average of new cases.

** HTLC plan highlights for worship services are shown. Additional detail on service features and on other aspects of church life (meetings, choir, etc.)
are provided in the accompanying document, “HTLC Pandemic Reopening Guidance.”

*** As was done at HTLC the last two weeks of June.

Where can members find the current category and average?
How will members know when service style and other church activities will change?

The current status (the category color-code and the most recent 14-day average of new cases for Sullivan county) will be
reported in the weekly highlights issued each Thursday. This information will also be in the Sunday worship bulletin and
on the church web site, www.holytrinitykingsport.org.

When the most recent number for the 14-day average crosses categories (say, from red to yellow), Council has decided to
wait two weeks before changing service style and other practices (1) to monitor the data to ensure cases do not quickly
rise back to prior levels and (2) to allow time to make preparations for the change. When the data changes, the
anticipated change date will be reported along with the most recent data as listed above.

Thank you for continuing to help transform lives in difficult times…..Holy Trinity Church Council

http://www.holytrinitykingsport.org/

